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MOVE FREELY

RUNNING TIME: 8 MIN

SHORT FILM INFORMATION

GENRE: EXPERIMENTAL/DOCUMENTARY

Move Freely´ will be presented to the
Cannes Short Film Festival jury in
early March, and will premiere shortly
thereafter on Nowness.com. The film
will also include standing exhibitions
across Europe.

RATING: GENERAL
YEAR: 2017
LANGUAGE: SERBIAN/ENGLISH
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: SERBIA
FORMAT: 1920X1080, 24FPS, 1.66:1
SOUND: 5.1
SALES/DISTRIBUTION:
LO FI DANCE THEORY
LOFI_FILMS@GMAIL.COM
PH. +1 (646) 589 3411
VIRTUAL PRESS OFFICE:
WWW.LOFIDANCETHEORY.COM

THEIR STORY
“Over the last decade since the program began,
increased participation by youth has meant that
many may re-write the story of what it means to be
proud Roma in an often hostile European society.”

Shot in November 2017 in Serbia - we
are pleased to present a short film
created to document a group of creative
Roma powerhouses living in Zemun,
Belgrade. This short
film is a visual ode “The aim of creative programs
to the strength and like GRUBB is self-determination
human spirit of the and expression at the local levyoung Roma, and of the el, yet the result ripples outcreative center they ward, breaking down established
have in GRUBB (Gypsy barriers between Roma populaUrban
Roma
Balkan tions and European society. The
Beats).
performers are in control of
raising their own status when
they are encouraged to thrive
creatively.”
- Danijel Rašitović,
GRUBB Youth Leader

SYNOPSIS

LOGLINE

Move Freely is a short film that explores dance as
a form of liberating expression for Roma youth in
Belgrade, Serbia. The short film plays out against
inhospitable architectural backdrops, and features
three main characters dancing in liberated, self
determining movements.

The Roma communities living outside
of Belgrade are some of the most impoverished in Europe; so dancing on
the outskirts presents a metaphor for
the conditions of exclusion faced by
one of Europe’s oldest cultures.
This short film is presented by Lo Fi
Dance Theory in partnership with GRUBB,
Belgrade. Shot on location by Director of Photography, Andrew Amorim,
the film follows three Roma performers
they adapt powerful interpretations
of Wynn Holmes’ choreographic script.
The short film plays out against inhospitable architectural backdrops
and Serbia’s bleak winter palette, it
features three main characters dancing
in liberated, self determining movements - adding vibrancy and strength
to their surroundings..

PRODUCTION TEAM

Amorim’s installations often consist
of slow and contemplative videos that
references cinematic and minimalist
traditions. Shot on the Ursa mini
4K cinema camera - bolstered by the
clarity of Nikon lenses - Andrew’s
intimate, slow portrait style braids
the dance and the visual narrative
together.

Wynn Holmes is a world renowned choreographer and dancer, who has been
working with the GRUBB team for close
to 8 years. Wynn synthesizes emotive
movement with narrative; exploring
the politics of the body as they intersect with feminism, class, gender,
and race in movement and dance. Move
Freely is one of two inaugral projects presented by Wynn’s newly formed
dance company; Lo Fi Dance Theory.
Her work has been featured on stage
and film platforms such as: SHOWstudio, VMagazine, i-D, NOWNESS, Lincoln
Center’s Out Of Doors Festival, Cannes
Film Festival Short Film Selection,
Paris’ Fondation Ricard, Brooklyn’s
Vazquez Gallery, Montreal’s Societe
des Arts et Technologies, & New INC.
In Collaboration with the New Museum.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER

Amorim works with photography, film,
video installation, sound and text
to explore themes of identity, memory
and decay.His work largely consists of
stagings in front of a camera, where
choreography and narrative play key
roles. Combining found and original
material, new narratives are presented through reproduction and editing.

JULIA KIDDER

WYNN HOLMES

DIRECTOR & CHOREOGRAPHER

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

ANDREW AMORIM

Julia Kidder is an activist, journalist and documentarian who was born in
Vancouver, B.C.
Julia is currently the Editor at large
for Paris-based HoBo Magazine and has
worked as a contributing photographer
and producer on a wide range of film
and print projects including work for
The Guardian, VICE, Huck Magazine,
the Canadian Toursim Board and the
Norwegian Arts Council.
She is based in Oslo, Norway.

THE CAST

ALIDON AVDULAHI

ERDŽAN GOLJIĆI

SILVIA SINANI

STILLS FROM
THE FILM

GRUBB (Gypsy Roma Urban Balkan Beats)
is a Roma-based foundation that designs programs that may encourage
creative collaboration with Roma
youth based in respect, and ultimately - love.

OUTREACH &
ENGAGEMENT

It is no secret that music and dance
have the power to heal traumas, but
what is unique about GRUBB is that
it acts as a meeting point and a hub
for Roma artists, youth leaders and
educational specialists - providing
space for them to turn their valid
frustrations with society into ambitious creative endeavours.
Over the course of three years, the
GRUBB center has collaborated with
international artists on a voluntary basis to create what would become a live stage performance titled
GRUBB.
GRUBB has since traveled to the Lincoln Center’s Out of Doors Festival in New York, London’s O2 Arena,
Montreal’s International Jazz Festival, and Amsterdam’s Meervaart
Theater.

The school received the EU
Integration Award in 2017.
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